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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Hw be the Banach algebra of bounded analytic functions on 
D = {z: ]z ) < 1 } equipped with the sup norm. Using radial limits we can 
identify H* with a closed subalgebra of L”O, the algebra of bounded 
measurable functions on T = {z: 1 z ( = 1 }. An inner function is an H”O 
function that is unimodular as a member of Lm. We note that if b is an inner 
function then b-’ = 6 as elements of L”O. In [3, lo], S.-Y. A. Chang and D. 
E. Marshall proved the following result, which had been conjectured by R. 
G. Douglas. 
CHANG-MARSHALL THEOREM. Every closed subalgebra of L’O 
containing H”O is generated as a closed algebra over Hm by reciprocals of 
inner functions. 
The literature on Douglas’ problem, its solution by Chang and Marshall, 
and various questions about algebras between Lm and Hm is by now getting 
fairly extensive; see [l, 4-6, 11, 12, 14, 151. For expositions of the 
Chang-Marshall proof and further discussion, see especially Garnett [ 7 ] and 
Sarason [ 131. 
In order to discuss the proof of this theorem we first give a few definitions. 
If {z,} c !D satisfy Z,, (1 - Jz, I) < co we form the Blaschke product with 
zeros (z”) by b(z) = JJn (]z,]/z,J [(z, -z)/(l --Fnz)], and b is then an inner 
function. A sequence {zn) c D is called interpolating if for any bounded 
sequence {a,) there is fE H” such that f(z,) = a, Vn. By a theorem of 
Carleson [2], a sequence {z”} is interpolating if and only if inf,, lb’(zJ 
(1 - 1 z, I’) > 0, where b is the Blaschke product with zeroes {zn}. A Blaschke 
product formed from an interpolating sequence is called an interpolating 
Blaschke product. If fe Hm then f can be recovered from its boundary 
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values by the Poisson integral formula f(z) = (1/2n) 51, [(l - ]z]‘)/ 
leie - zl’] f(e’“) de, and we will also use this formula to define f(z) for 
z E ID for any fEL”. Finally if {f,} E Lm we denote by H[{f,}] the 
closed subalgebra of L”O generated over H”O by the functions f,. 
In extremely brief outline the proof of the Chang-Marshall theorem is as 
follows. Let B be a closed subalgebra of L” containing Hm and let fE B. 
By adding a large constant to f we may assume that f -’ E B. Let @ be the 
outer function such that ] @] = ]fj, i.e., @ E H”O is defined by Q(z) = 
exp( 1/2x) SF, [(e’” + z)/(e’” -z)] log ]f(e’“)] d8. Then @ =fu, where 
u = @f -’ is a unimodular function in B whose reciprocal U = @-'f is also in 
B. Thus we may restrict ourselves to the case where B = H” [u, U] for a 
unimodular function u. Marshall constructs a family of interpolating 
Blaschke products (6,} for 0 < a < 1 with the properties 
(i) V a there is p < 1 such that if b,(z) = 0 then 1 u(z)] < p. 
(ii) If ]u(z)] < a then lb,(z)] < &. 
Using (ii), estimates of Chang show that u and U are in H”O[{b,},<,<,]. By 
(i) and reasoning from the Gleason-Whitney theorem [8] we can show that 
se, the Gelfand transform of b,, does not vanish on the maximal ideal space 
of B. Hence b, E B, so B = H[{b,}oC,<l]. 
The original proof of the Chang-Marshall theorem depended heavily on 
nonconstructive techniques involving maximal ideal spaces. A subsequent 
rearrangement of their proof by N. P. Jewel1 (see [ 13, Chap. 61) eliminated 
these techniques in all but the final step above, where it is shown that 
b, E B. The question of proving this step constructively was raised by 
Sarason in [ 131. It is the purpose of this paper to give such a constructive 
proof. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM. Let u E L* be unimodular and define B = Hm[u, u]. Let 
(z,,} E D be an interpolating sequence with associated Blaschke product 6. 
Suppose there is an E > 0 such that lu(z,)l < 1 - E Vn. Then 8 E B. 
Proof: We first give a simple proof which is constructive at least in the 
sense that it does not use the axiom of choice. The more constructive proof 
which will then follow was discovered by reasoning from this proof. 
Assume that b 6?~ B. Then I = Bb is a proper closed ideal of B. The 
spectrum of u in B/Z is nonempty, and since u is unimodular and ii E B there 
is an a E C such that ]a( = 1 and u - a is not invertible in B/I. Let J be the 
closure of the proper ideal B(u - a) + I. Let z) = Re[a- ‘(a - u)] = 
1 ]u - aI* E J, and let @ be the outer function such that (#( = e”; thus 
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@ E H”O is defined by Q(z) = exp(l/2n) I?, [(e’” + z)/(e’” -z)] u(eis) &I?, 
and we note that ( Q(z)1 = e “(I) for z E D. Then w = @e-” is a unimodular 
function in B whose inverse 13 = @-‘e’ is also in B, so as above there is 
/3 E C, ]/I] = 1, such that w -p is not invertible in B/J. Now by the 
hypothesis v(z,) > E Vn. Therefore I W”) -PI > I @(zJI - 1 = 
eu(r,) - 1 > E V n. Since b is an interpolating Blaschke product we can thus 
find f~ H”;‘ such that S(z,,) = [@(z,) -/3] -’ Vn, and we can then find 
gEH* so that f(@ - /?) + gb = 1. Thus @ -b is invertible in B/I and 
hence in B/J also. However, eU - 1 is in J because u is; since @ = e’w this 
shows that @ and w are in the same coset of B/J, and hence in the algebra 
B/J the invertibility of @ -/3 implies the invertibiliy of w -/?. This 
contradiction completes our first proof. 
This proof has serious flaws from the constructive point of view in that it 
depends on a contradiction and also in that the main tool used is the 
existence of spectral points for elements of algebras like B/J for which we 
have no procedure for calculating norms. In particular no estimates for 
approximating 8 by polynomials in U, zi with coefficients in H” can be 
derived from this proof. We now give a more constructive proof. 
LEMMA. Let v E B be a real function such that 0 <v < 2 and 
v(z,) > E V n. Then there are f, g E B such that fv + gb = 1, and such that 
IlflLY II ‘AI, are bounded by a constant depending only on E and the 
sequence ( zn). 
Proof of lemma. Let (4,) be P. Beurling interpolating functions for the 
sequence (zn}, i.e., 4, E H”O satisfy #,,(z,J = a,, and CzEl l#n(z)I <M 
Vz E D. We remark that Jones [9] has recently obtained a construction 
yielding such functions. If we now define P: Hm -+ H” by 
P(h) = C, h(z,) d,, we have that 
and 
P(h)@,) = h(z,), (1) 
IIW)ll, < ~4 s;p 1lh(z,)l]. (2) 
Let @ be the outer function such that 1 @I = e” and set w = @e-l’. As before, 
w is unimodular and w, t3 E B. We now define 
@ 
e”- 1 
-, 
V 
g= 1 - @P(l/@) + F Wk P(l/@k+‘) -p(l/@k+*)@ ~ 
b ky0 b 
(3) 
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Since ] @(zJ = e”(+) > 1 + E Vn, (2) shows that both series converge 
uniformly. By (l), [P( l/@+ ‘) - P( l/@~~+*)@]/b and [ 1 - @P( l/@)]/b are 
in H”O. Hence f, g E B and one easily checks that Ilfl], and ]I gll, are 
bounded by 4M(l/e) e4. Finally, a calculation shows that fu + gb = 1. 
We remark that formulas (3) were arrived at in the following way. Pick 
1 < R < 1 + E and let I(] = R. We can then write fc(@ - c) + g,b = 1, where 
& = C,“= 1 [@(z,) - Z;] - ’ 4,. Rewriting this using @ = e”w, we obtain 
&(w - [) +fi w(e’ - 1) + g,b = 1. Now multiply both sides of this equation 
by (1/27rci)[@/(w - I;)c] and integrate against dc around the circle It;] = R. 
Using the expression given for f,, interchanging summation and integration, 
and writing 
qjp f =I+@P(ly)-lb ( 1 
we obtain (3). 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let /a( = 1 and set 
u, = Re[a-‘(a - u)]. By the hypothesis u~(z,J > E Vn, so using 
u, = $(b- E)(u -a) the lemma yields functions f,, g, E B such that 
Lb-a)+g,b= 1 and Il.fA IIg,II < C, w h ere C depends only on the inter- 
polation constant A4 and E. Choose n so high that le(2ni’“) - 1 ] < l/C and set 
w = e~(*~“@. For brevity define 4 = fd, gj = g& for j = 0 ,..., n - 1. Now the 
expression &/[ 1 --A(< - oi)] h as a series expansion in c - 0’ valid for 
I[-0’1 < l/C and h ence represents an analytic B-valued function of c in 
this disc. Using &(u - wj) + g,b = 1 one sees easily that 
1 -- 
u-c 
for ] [ - wi I < l/C, ] [I # 1. Let 0 < I < 1 be such that the circles centered at 
0 of radii I and l/r are contained in the union of the discs 
{ [: 1 c - wi] < l/C} for j = O,..., n - 1. Denote by yJ(‘) the path 
{re’“: lo-- (27r/n)j <z/n} and by rj’) the path {(l/r)eie: ]0- (2n/n)j( < 
n/n}, both oriented positively. We now have 
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Subtracting the second equation from the first, we obtain 
(4) 
By continuity in [, 
in Leo-norm as r--t 1 -. Hence 
and thus we are done. 
3. REMARKS 
1. In the case where u is real there is a much easier proof. The lemma 
yields functions f,, g,, f2, g, in B so that fr(u - 1) + g, b = 1 and 
f2(u + 1) + g,b = 1. Multiplying the first equation by u + 1 and using 
u2 = 1, we obtain gi(u + 1)b = u + 1. Similarly, multiplying the second 
equation by u - 1 yields g2(u - 1)b = u - 1. Subtraction then gives 1 = 
+[ g,(u + 1) -Au - l)lb. 
2. Since the subspaces S, = { Cy= -N hjU’: hj E iY”O for j = -N,..., N) 
satisfy clos lJ S, = B one must be able to find for any q > 0 an N such that 
there is fE S, such that Ilf- 811, < q. Our proof yields the somewhat 
surprising result that the N needed for a given 8 depends only on E and the 
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interpolation constant M, and not on the function u. We will indicate the 
proof of this fact. Given q > 0 we can choose 0 < r < 1 depending only on 
M, E, and q so that 
For this r we can find using (4), a k such that 
where f jk’, gjk’ are the kth partial sums for ,fj, gj using (3). In (5), replace 
[ 1 -fy’(C- NJ)]-’ by Cy;, [fj”‘(t;- wJ)]‘, l/(u - <) on P by 
-CyJ, (u’/[‘+‘), and l/(u - c) on y,!” by CyLO U’+‘[‘, where N, is chosen so 
that (5) continues to hold. Finally in the partial sums fj’), gjk) replace 
w ,..., wk by @e-” ,..., @kc-k”, then replace the exponential functions by high 
enough partial sums so that (5) still holds. Since the u’s used in defining fj, 
gj are linear combinations of the real and imaginary parts of u this last step 
amounts to replacing the exponentials by polynomials in u, d of certain 
degrees. We are thus done. 
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